A new method is presented for the calculation of symmetric doubly excited atomic states. Using a separation in molecular coordinates a diabafic potential for interelectronic vibration is derived with an extremely simple wavefunction containing only one variational parameter. The resulting potential is analytic and is asymptotic to the doubleionisation threshold. Eigenstates of this potential correspond to the ( Ns2)'Se sequence of resonant states and their energies are given to high accuracy. The analytic asymptotic Coulomb form of the diabatic potential leads directly to a Rydberg formula for high-lying series of doubly excited states. The validity of such a formula has been suggested repeatedly on the basis of more qualitative or empirical arguments. The method may prove useful in treating other few-dimensional problems in quantum mechanics.
Despite much recent effort a simple description of doubly excited or autoionising atomic states remains elusive. Approaches based on correlated wavefunction expansions (Lipsky et al 1977 , Ho 1986 , Komninos et a1 1987 can give good numerical accuracy but provide few clues to the physical nature of these states. Some progress in this direction has been made by the use of an expansion in hyperspherical coordinates and the development of an approximate scheme of quantum numbers with which to classify doubly excited states (Herrick et al 1980 , Lin 1986 ). In particular, calculations of such states up to N = 9 for H-( N is the principal quantum number of both electrons in an approximate single-particle description) have been made (Fukuda et al 1986 (Fukuda et al , 1987 . This has been achieved by calculating the very many adiabatic hyperspherical channel potentials and simply connecting them diabatically through avoided crossings. Nevertheless this method, as with methods based upon correlated wavefunction expansions, involves great numerical effort for high N, due to the large number of adiabatic potentials involved. The breakdown of the adiabatic approximation inhibits the direct connection of such states with the Wannier threshold states (Fano and Rau 1986) although it is rather obvious that an intimate connection exists. Indeed this connection has been emphasised (Feagin 1984 , Feagin and Macek 1984 , 1985 and quantum defect formulae have been suggested and used (Rau 1983 , Read 1977 , Lin and Watanabe 1987 to fit the three-body break-up threshold.
In this letter we will present a new approach to the calculation of doubly excited states. This will be based upon a separation in molecular coordinates (Feagin and Briggs 1986, 1988) . The approach is specifically designed to produce for the first time a diabatic molecular orbital (MO) potential directly and treats the two electrons completely symmetrically, so that the potential limit is the three-body break-up threshold rather than a two-body break-up threshold obtained with adiabatic potentials 
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or hyperspherical). We will show that a trial wavefunction which is almost trivially oduces an analytic diabatic potential in which the energies of doubly excited obtained as eigenstates of this potential. The energy determination invoives a simple numerical procedure (we use the Nurnerov method) that could be performed on a programmable hand calculator. Nevertheless energies Q omparable accuracy to existing sophisticated calculations for N s 9 are obtained. ore importantly, the method presents no difficulty in extending to N + CC and provides directly a quantum defect formula for the higher-lying states.
To demonstrate the simplicity o f the method we restrict ourselves to the simplest case possible, namely that o f the sequence of doubly excited ' S e states of two-electron atoms that are of the approximate independent-electron character Ns'. In this rotationless case, the spatial wavefunction can be written in a single-channel a p~r o x i~a~i o n in molecular coordinates (full details are given in Feagin and = r1 -r z , r = ( r , + r 2 ) / 2 and @(a, R ) is real an normalised with respect to integration over r. Substitution of the approximation (1) in the Schradinger equation (atomic units are used), multiplication by 4p( r, 19) and integration over r yields a radial equation for f( R ) of the form
Were U ( R ) is the potential where the integration is over the MO coordinate r only. In previous work (Feagin and riggs 1986, Rost and Briggs 1987) , adiabatic MO curves were constructed by ial functions of MO form, i.e. those that diagonalise HBo= H o + V i , the amiltonian. This procedure gives alternative sees of ad separating to the one-electron state to which the MO is asymptotic. different approach, specifically designed lo yield a potential curve leading to the double-ionisation threshold. This curve can then be viewed as passing diabatically through curves separating to single-ionisation limits. We obtain such a curve by noting that Ho transforms (to within neglect of a mass polarisation term of the order of the inverse nuclear mass) to the atomic Hamiltonian but corresponding to eigensolutions of ( 5 ) with Z = a, where a will be treated as a variational parameter. owever the matrix element of Ho is integrated only over the MQ coordinate r using as quantisation axis. In this way the potential U ( R ) in (4) is obtained. Similarly the normalisation integral N = ( I&), which is also a function of pi, is defined as where the hydrogenic wavefunctions are taken in their real form.
form
The substitution of the form (6) 
where w = 2aR. Then the potential U ( R ) can be evaluated in closed form:
This potential is shown in figure 1 , where one sees that it is asymptotic to zero energy as R -+ 00, i.e. to the double-ionisation threshold. There remains only the evaluation of the eigenvalues of (31, which are the energy levels of the total atomic state. The eigenfunctions f, ( ) are thus obtained numerically and correspond to two-electron wavefunctions of the form
We will show that this wavefunction produces the sequence of doubly excited 'Se states of approximate Ns' independent-electron character to high accuracy. Since the total wavefunction is of S symmetry and the MO wavefunction of gerade character, the trial wavefunction (12) can only give states of ' S e symmetry (Feagin and Briggs 1988) . The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of (3) with the analytic potential of (1 I ) can be evaluated without di culty, in principle for all values of n and into the continuum. In practice we have found this not necessary since generally above n = 5-7 the sequence of levels can be fitted by a Rydberg formula, as explained later. The position of the energy levels depends upon the orbital exponent a, which is varied to achieve the lowest energy level. Since all eigenfunctions f n ( R ) are automatically orthogonal, this variation can be performed with respect to any given level. Performing the variation with respect tofo( R ) , the nodeless vibrational wavefunction corresponding to the (ls2)'Se ground state of helium, we find E,= -2.891 25 (au) for a = 1.8487 compared with the exact value of -2.9037 (au) (Pekeris 1959) . Considering the crude nature of our trial function, with only a single variational parameter, this is a very satisfactory result. One notes that the normal procedure of calculating (1/R) with the trial wavefunction (9) yields a binding energy of 2.8477 (au) (Merzbacher 1970) . Our trial wavefunction, of complete symmetry in rl and r2, forces the R + CO limit such that rl , r2+= CO and not the adiabatic limit rI +CO with r, finite. Hence it is specifically designed to represent doubly excited states well. Further, since our internal wavefunction 6 contains no nodes and N ( R ) given by (10) is also nodeless, the total number of nodes of 9 ( r l , r2) is the number of nodes in f(R). Since the only fully symmetric states of 'Se symmetry and internal s character are the ( Ns2)'Se states with N = 1,2,3,. . . , the eigenstates in the potential U ( R ) will correspond to this sequence.
However, such states clearly will have a total number of nodes in the six-dimensional space which is an even number, i.e. n = 2( N -1). The potential U( R) generates the sequence n = 1, 2, 3,. . . , i.e. also states with an odd number of nodes. These states will be poor representations of the lowest states with the corresponding number of nodes separating to each N manifold, i.e. (1s2s)'Se, (2s3s)'Se, (3s4s)'S'. . . with 1, 3, 5 . . . nodes respectively. They will be poor representations since our internal wavefunc-2 forces complete symmetry in r l , r2, which cannot be the case for a total wavefunction with an odd number of nodes. Henceforth, we will discuss only the sequence of states and their energies for which n is even. In addition, in order to optimise with account taken of the high-lying states, results will be presented for which the average energy X E N ( a ) has been optimised. This yields an optimum value of the orbital exponent of a = 1.8315.
Our results for the (Ns2)'Se states of helium are presented in table 1 for N = 1, . . . , 15. Fukuda et aZ(1986 15. Fukuda et aZ( , 1987 using estimated diabatic hyperspherical potentials have calculated energies up to N S 7 and their energies agree with ours up to three tion e -n ( r , + r ) Table I . Energy levels and approximate quantum numbers for helium; a, Fukuda er al (1986, 1987) . (1986, 1987) label their states according to Lin's (1986) classification with quantum numbers K H , T, A. Recently Feagin and Briggs (1988) have shown that MO quantum numbers nA, n,, K are in one-to-one correspondence with these and in table 1 it is shown that the ( N s 2 ) sequence has simply nA = K = 0 and n, = 2n, the number of nodes in the vibrational wavefunctionf(R). This indicates that the ( Ns2) sequence corresponds to the ground state of the adiabatic MO potentials 1wg, 3dug, 5gug, etc, with n, = K =0, n, =2n, and that the curve U ( R ) is a diabatic connection of these curves. This point will be pursued in further work.
The energies for H-are optimised with cy = 0.828 and the results of Fukuda et a1 (1986, 1987) which they have calculated up to N = 9 are also in agreement to three digits with ours. Although they obtain more states than the Ns' sequences, we emphasise that their method involves a calculation of adiabatic hyperspherical curves by diagonalisation in a basis of -80 basis functions followed by a (sometimes uncertain) extrapolation through avoided crossings to obtain a diabatic curve. Our method has a single variational parameter and yields an analytic form for the diabatic potential. Rather than present the comparison with H-, for which no experiment exists, we compare in table 2 our H-energies with measured values (Buckmann et a1 1983, Buckmann and Newman 1987) for He-(2S). If He' can be considered to behave like a structureless core with 2 = 1, the results should agree. As seen from table 2 agreement of our calculation with experiment is given within the experimental uncertainties for N * 6. The increasing discrepancy for smaller N presumably is due to core penetration by the two excited electrons.
Rau ( 1983) has noted that the results of Buckmann et ul (1983) can be fitted to a Rydberg-like formula and justified it by expanding the six-dimensional potential around the Wannier ridge, which in molecular notation corresponds to A = (rl + r2)/R = 1, p = ( rl -r2)/R = 0. This expansion results in an approximate potential with leading terms of Coulomb form, i.e. a -1/ R (at the Wannier ridge the molecular R coordinate coincides with the hyperspherical one). On this basis Rau (1983) postulated a Rydberg (1986, 1987) ; b, Buckmann and Newman (1987) Macek and Feagin (1985) in molecular coordinates and they suggested the form (see also Read 1977, Lin and Watanabe 1987) where n is the total number of nodes in the full wavefunction. The potential U ( R ) has the asymptotic form 1 6 2 -2 a -1 R R
U ( R)+---
as R +CO and indeed, to within their accuracy, our calculated levels for H-and He can be fitted to the form
which can also be written in the form
where n is the total number of nodes in the wavefunction. Thus our analytic diabatic potential leads directly to a Rydberg formula for the Ns2 sequence with p = -0.177 for H-and p = -0.088 for He. One notes that p(H-) =2p(He) which agrees with the dependence of the quantum defect on the nuclear charge p(2)cc 1/2, predicted by Lin and Watanabe (1987). Following Rau (1983) , one could also interpret the denominator of (16) as ( n +$-S)', where S = 2p +: as would appear in a Coulomb problem in six dimensions.
To summarise, we have derived using molecular coordinates an analytic diabatic potential for interelectronic vibrational motion in a symmetric state of a two-electron atom or ion. Using only one variational parameter agreement is obtained for the energies of the (Ns')'S' states with other methods up to the N values that have been calculated. Our method allows easy calculation for arbitrary N and the potential connects smoothly to the double-ionisation limit. It then remains to be seen whether our wavefunction gives a good representation of the Wannier double ionisation mode Over all space. The method used here, involving integration of a trial wavefunction over all coordinates except that involving the perturbation (in our case l / R ) , followed by solution of a one-dimensional eigenvalue problem may prove useful in other problems involving the solution of the Schrodinger equation in several dimensions.
